Data Loss Prevention
for OEMs
Our Data Loss Prevention provides a complete solution for OEMs
looking to quickly implement DLP capabilities within their products.
Two high-performance engines provide content identification,
text extraction, sensitive data search and reporting functionality.
SophosLabs provides a comprehensive library of sensitive data
definitions, giving you preset coverage for all common personally
identifiable information (PII), financial and healthcare data types.
This enables ISPs, ISVs and SaaS solution providers to easily
integrate our DLP technology into their own industry-standard
software, appliances or services.
Deployed on over 25 million endpoints and on thousands of
appliances, our DLP technology is the most widely distributed DLP
engine available today.

Our DLP solution uses the existing anti-malware engine and
the Sophos Content Analysis engine to identify files, extract
and convert text and search for sensitive data.

Key benefits

Components

ÌÌ Gain additional revenue by providing
your existing customers a light
weight DLP solution

File type identification uses True File Type detection. We
use file structure analysis to identify file types without
relying on filename extensions.

ÌÌ Help your customers comply with
data security regulations and
prevent the loss of intellectual
property

Decompress your archived files. Extract data from all of
your common and many uncommon archive file formats.

ÌÌ Optimized for gateway performance
ÌÌ Easy to integrate native C language
API packaged in the Sophos DLP
Toolkit
ÌÌ Includes 24/7 certified expert
support. Contact us anytime for
one-to-one assistance

Text extraction allows you to extract text streams from all
common file and document. Supported formats including
Adobe PDF, Microsoft Office and LibreOffice.
Our search engine combines complex regular expression,
proximity analysis and our data dictionary/lexicon
processing. The optimized engine also provides data
reporting.

Simplifying compliance
SophosLabs content control lists give you XML schema
for combining regular expressions, dictionaries and proximity
settings. Gain access to more than 200 predefined managed
content control lists from SophosLabs covering sensitive
data definitions for more than 15 countries.
Get a comprehensive set of sensitive data type definitions
created and maintained by SophosLabs. We take the
guesswork out of controlling sensitive data.
Select the sensitive data you want to protect from
accidental or even intentional disclosure.

Sophos DLP intelligently fits into your
organization’s workflow.
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Improving performance

Low operational costs

Increase efficiency by performing threats and DLP
scanning in a single pass.

Get 24/7 maintenance and availability for Sophos DLP data
through SophosLabs.

We optimize data loss prevention for deployment on
endpoints and within gateway solutions.

Our data leakage protection requires no maintenance from
you. Data is rolled out automatically to customers using our
updating system.

Thread-safe text extraction allows you to scale
deployment in multi-threaded environments.
Utilize parallel file analysis of multiple documents. This
process removes the need for queuing files for sequential
filtering.

Ease of evaluation and integration
A native C language API comes with Sophos DLP, included
with the Sophos DLP Toolkit.
Get our easy to use Sophos DLP SDK, designed by the
same team that created the Sophos Anti-Virus Toolkit.
The Sophos DLP Toolkit uses a COM-based C/C++
interface across all versions for cross-platform compatibility.
All integration resources are available to developers in
a fully documented package. Access to these resources is
always available on our website.
Take advantage of our dedicated OEM technical support
during your evaluation period.
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Sophos DLP was specifically designed to reduce your
number of false positives.

Industry-leading expertise 24/7
Receive 24/7 technical support from our SCP certified,
in-house global support experts, as standard with every
license.
To evaluate Sophos DLP, please contact your local Sophos
sales account manager or send us an email at oem.sales@
sophos.com.

SophosLabs content control lists.
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Platforms supported
ÌÌ FreeBSD 6.3+
ÌÌ Linux Libc6/glibc2.3+
ÌÌ Windows
Additional platforms can be added for new projects.

To learn more
Email oem.sales@sophos.com or
visit sophos.com/partners.
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